
Participant’s number: ………... 

OAJ, 22. ročník, celoštátne kolo 2011/2012, kategória 1A 

 

G R A M M A R  

Complete sentences 1-5 by putting the verbs in brackets into the correct form or tense. 

1. Helen …..................................... (see) the new film at the Odeon. 

2. She …......................................... (go) it next week. 

3. Would you like to borrow this book? Yes, I …......................................... (read, not) it yet. 

4. ….................... Paul …..................... (go) out yet?  

5. No, he …...................(be) still in the house.  

…............. /5 pts 

Use one of the words from the box to complete each sentence below (6-9). 

MUST MUSTN’T NEEDN’T 

 

6. You …............................ wash your hands, Ben. It’s time to eat. 

7. I …................................. wash them, Mum. Look! They’re clean! 

8. You …............................ drink so much coffee, Mr Smith. It`s bad for you. 

9. I must go and see Peter.  -You …................................. go and see him, you can phone him. 

…............. /4 pts 

Read the text and fill in A, AN or THE where necessary. 

10. …........ police dogs start their training when they are one year old. 

11.  It takes six month to train …......... police dog. 

12. Constable Marsh is …......... dog trainer. 

13. He has been training …........ police dogs for five years now. 

14. He is very proud  of all …....... dogs he has trained. 

15. It is …............. hard work being …........... dog trainer. 

16. It is …............. hard  work for both …...... dog and …........ trainer and only …...... best dogs 
are able to complete …........... training. 

…................ /6 pts 

Total ….......... /15 pts 



Participant’s number: ………... 

OAJ, 22. ročník, celoštátne kolo 2011/2012, kategória 1A 

 

 

V O C A B U L A R Y  

Complete the sentences using one of the phrasal verbs from the box. There is one extra.  
Be careful: you need to put the phrasal verbs into their correct forms. 
 

TURN DOWN      PUT UP      LOOK FOR       PUT DOWN       LOOK FORWARD TO    
WAKE UP       TURN OFF     RING UP       TURN ON      TRY ON    TAKE OFF 

 

1. You are going to Spain next month, aren`t you? 

Yes, and we are really …................................................................................................it. 

2. The quiz programme begins in a few minutes. Can you …...................................................... it 

…............................. for me, please? 

3. Is Jane going to stay with you when she is in London? 

Yes, we promised to …...............................................her …............................. . 

4. The TV is too loud. Could you …........................................... it …............................. a bit, 
please? 

5. It`s awfully hot in here.  

…........................................... your jacket. …............................., if you like. 

6. This is a very nice dress. Can I …........................................... it ….............................? 

7. I have to get up early tomorrow. Do you want me to ….............................you 

…............................., too? 

8. Do you know Paul`s telephone number?  I want to …............................. him 

…............................. . 

9. Have you found that ring you lost?  

No, I`m still …...............................................................it. 

10. It’s late; …...............................................................the TV and go to bed. 

 
                                                                                                                        Total …....... /10 pts 

                                                                                                           

 



Participant’s number: ………... 

OAJ, 22. ročník, celoštátne kolo 2011/2012, kategória 1A 

 

R E A D I N G  C O M P R E H E N S I O N  

Read the article below and decide where the words (A-F) from the box go to. Write the letters 
of your answers in the spaces (1-6) provided in the article. 

A. berries and fruits B. savage dog C. clucked his tongue 

D. levelled my rifle E. fearsome sound F. had to creep 

 

In the year 1885, an explorer returned from the wilds of Africa. He brought back stories of animals 
like men and of tribes of dwarfs. No one believed him. This is his own account of the first gorilla 
hunt. 

 “We were in hilly, tree-covered country when we saw several gorilla tracks. Our party divided 

into two. The trees in the jungle were so closely packed that we often (1) …......... . We heard the 

chattering of monkeys high in the trees, swinging from branch to branch, and the cries of 

brightly coloured birds. There were no signs of gorilla.  

“Suddenly our native guide (2) …......... to warn us to be on the alert. The sound of breaking 

branches could be heard faintly. We all examined our guns. The noise of breaking branches 

became louder; then suddenly we could see some branches moving. The huge creature was 

pulling down small trees to reach their (3) …......... . For the while there was silence. It was 

broken by a (4) …......... that filled the forest, scattering birds and small animals in all directions. 

Into a small clearing we could see ahead there burst a tremendous hairy figure. He stood six feet 

high, the height of a tall man, with a huge chest and powerful, outstretched arms – a terrifying 

sight. His roar began like the barking of a (5) …......... and passed into a deep rumbling like that 

of distant thunder. Just as he appeared about to spring, I (6) …......... and fired.”  

….............../6 pts  

For questions 7-10, find and write the words in the text that mean the same as those below.  

7. report …...................................  

8. separated …..............................  

9. inspected …..............................  

10. weakly …................................  

….............. /4 pts 

Total …............/10 pts     



Participant’s number: ………... 

OAJ, 22. ročník, celoštátne kolo 2011/2012, kategória 1A 

 

 

L I S T E N I N G  C O M P R E H E N S I O N  

You will hear an interview about what the students will be doing this summer. For statements 

1-5, circle the correct answers: TRUE or FALSE. 

 

1. Asher is going to stay in Cornwall and find a job.    TRUE / FALSE 

2. Phil will do more activities with his friends.             TRUE / FALSE  

3. Jake plays in a band.                                                 TRUE / FALSE  

4. Charlotte won`t be bored this summer.                     TRUE / FALSE 

5. Last summer was one of the hottest.                         TRUE / FALSE 

 

Total …............. / 5 pts 
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